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Let G be a finitely generated group which is soluble by finite. Standard results [2] 
imply that H’(G, ZG) is 0 or isomorphic to Z, with the second case occurring if and 
only if G is infinite cyclic by finite. Suppose now that G acts transitively on an 
infinite set Q and that the stabiliser of a point is H. We show that if G is polycyclic 
by finite then H’(G, ZQ) = 0 if h(H)<h(G) - 1, where h(G) denotes the Hirsch 
length of G. If h(H)=h(G) - 1 then H’(G,ZQ) is 0 or Z and we classify the two 
cases. In contrast we give examples where G is metabelian but H’(G, ZQ) is free of 
arbitrary rank. 
Many of our arguments hold in a more general setting. Firstly we extend to the 
finitely generated case a result previously proved for finitely presented groups using 
topological methods [a]. We define a topology on H, relative to G, and show that, 
for A abelian, H’(G,A@ZQ) is isomorphic to cHom(H,A)@(e- l)A, where 
cHom(H,A) consists of the continuous homomorphisms from H to A and e is the 
number of ends of G acting on 52. For non-abelian A, there is an analogous result 
classifying the conjugacy classes of complements of the base group in the permuta- 
tional wreath product of A with G acting on Sz. 
In the second section we deal with the case where G is polycyclic by finite, 
showing that the number of ends is 1 or 2 and determining the topology on H. 
Finally we calculate the number of ends of the wreath product C wr B acting in the 
standard way on Cx B. This gives examples of finitely generated metabelian group 
actions with any specified number m of ends. We also describe the topology on the 
stabiliser in this case and deduce that H’(G, ZQ) E (m - 1)Z. 
I am grateful to my colleagues, James Wiegold and J.C. Lennox, for their helpful 
comments; in particular, the major part of the proof of Theorem 10 is due to Dr. 
Lennox. 
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1. Combinatorial results 
Given a graph X which is connected and locally finite, we may choose a chain of 
connected finite subgraphs 0 = CO c C, c --. such that X=UCi. We define Xi = X\Ci 
to be the graph obtained from X by deleting the edges of Ci and then expunging all 
isolated vertices. We have X=X,2 Xr ;! --. and each Xi has finitely many 
components. Denoting the set of components of Xi by Qi, inclusion induces a map 
Qi+l + Qi and the end space of X may be defined as l@ Qi. The number of 
ends of X is taken to be lim,_, ni, where ni is the number of infinite components of 
Xi. The space E(X) and the number e(X) of ends are invariants of X and either both 
are finite, with e(X) = IE(X)l, or both are infinite. 
Suppose now that G is a finitely generated infinite group acting transitively on a 
set 52 with Has the stabiliser of a distinguished point XE G. Given a finite generating 
set P of G, we define the directed graph X= T(G, n, P) to have vertex set $2 and edge 
set S2 x P, where (w, p) has source w and target wp. It is known [7] that E(X) and 
e(X) depend only on the pair (G,H). Indeed, e(X) is the supremum of the number 
of infinite parts in a finite partition of S;, into almost invariant sets, that is, subsets S 
of Q with Sgn (G\S) finite, for all g E G. This may then be taken as the definition of 
the number e(G,H) of ends of the group pair (G,H) without restricting G to be 
finitely generated. We write e(G, 1) = e(G). 
The number of ends of a group determines, and is determined by, the structure of 
certain cohomology groups and wreath products. We describe the corresponding 
situation for a group pair. 
Let G and A be arbitrary groups and suppose that H is a subgroup of G. We 
denote the set of right cosets of H in G by Sz and take D to be the group of maps 
f: l?+A with finite support. There is a left action of G on D given by (u)gf = (ug)f, 
for gE G, u E IR, and the restricted wreath product A wr G/H is defined to be the 
semidirect product of D by G. If A is abelian, D may be identified with the right ZG- 
module A @ZO. Now let G’= n x G. Then G is a groupoid with object set R, where 
multiplication is defined by (u, g)(ug, k) = (U,gk), for u E ~2 and g, k E G. A homo- 
morphism 8 : 6-A is said to be G-finite if for g E G, we have (u,g)r9 = 1, for almost 
all u E $2. Two such homomorphisms 8 and 4 are then deemed equivalent if there is a 
map y : i2*A with finite support such that (u, g)@ = (uy)-‘(u, g)8(ug)y, for (u,g) E 6. 
We denote the set of equivalence classes by H)(G,,A) and observe that if A is abelian 
then H)(G,,A) has a natural group structure. The following result is proved in [6]. 
Theorem 1. The set of conjugacy classes of complements of D in A wr G/H is 
bijective with Hj(c,A). If A is abelian then H)(e,A) is isomorphic to 
H’(G,A@ZQ). 
The vertex group of d at the point X=HE rS is (x} x H which is isomorphic to H, 
Thus a G-finite homomorphism 8 : d -+A induces a homomorphism a : H -+A with 
ha = (x, h)B. If f3i is a G-finite homomorphism from G’ to ~4 I, then 6 x 8, : C? +A x A I 
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is G-finite, where (u, g)(B x 0,) = (u, g)O(u, g)B,. Denoting the corresponding induced 
homomorphisms of H by oI and a x at, we have Ker(clr x a,) = Ker(cr)n Ker(at). 
Thus the set of kernels of homomorphisms of H induced by G-finite 
homomorphisms of d is closed under finite intersection and hence defines a normal 
subgroup topology on H. We denote the intersection of all open normal subgroups 
by N. For G finitely presented, the topological group H/N arises as a subgroup of 
the Tech fundamental group of the one-point compactification of a covering space 
Y associated with the pair (G, H). Using topological methods [6], the set H)(C?,A) 
may be described in terms of continuous homomorphisms from H to A and maps 
from the end space of Y to A. We shall reduce the argument o its combinatorial 
essentials and thereby extend it to the finitely generated case. 
First we shall construct a labelling of the ends of our graph X and of certain edge 
paths in X. For each of the infinite components X(l), . . . ,X(/C,) of Xt,we take a path 
/3(j) from x to a vertex x(j) of X(j). Inductively, if the infinite components of 
X(j, j2 .*.j;) are 
X(j, j2..*ji 1). . . ..X(j. --a j;k), 
we take fl(j, -m-j; ji+ t) as a path in X(j, ..- j;) from x( j, ..- j;) to a vertex x( jr -.. j;, t) 
of X(j, -.+ ji+ t). Each end ecE corresponds to an infinite sequence (j, j2 j3 .**) and 
there is an associated infinite edge path 
c(jt j2 j3 --*I = P(jdP(A i2)PU j2 j3) --a. 
We shall denote the sequence 111 .-a by 1”. 
Let n(X) be the path groupoid of the graph X=T(G,H,P). The embedding of X 
in d given by identifying an edge (u, p) of X with the element (u, p) of d extends to a 
homomorphism Q from n(X) onto G. A G-finite homomorphism 0: G+A has 
finite support on X and we define an associated map 8, from E=E(X) to A by 
putting 
which may be considered as the value of 8 on the path &(jt j2 -me). Let 1: H-A be 
the homomorphism given by hL = ((l”)&)-‘(x, h)8(lm)8t and let ,U : E +A be given 
by (j, j2 ---)p = ((l”)f?,)-t(j, j2--.)Ot. A G-finite homomorphism @ equivalent o 8 
gives the same A and p, so we have a map from H)(G,A) to Hom(H,A) xAE. 
From now on, we identify H with the vertex group {x} x H of G. Let N; be the 
subgroup of H generated by all elements (/V@-t)e where 6 is a closed path in Xi. 
Then Ni is normal in Hand the kernel of the homomorphism I associated with a G- 
finite homomorphism 8 contains Nip for i sufficiently large. We denote the set of all 
homomorphisms from H to A with this property by fHom(H, A). The map fi : E +A 
associated with 8 is trivial on 1” and, for sufficiently large i, is constant on all ends 
with a given initial segment of length i. The set of all such maps will be denoted by 
[E,A]. We have defined a map from H)(e,A) to fHom(H,A) x [E,A]. 
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Theorem 2. The sets Hj(6,A) and fHom(H,A) x [&A] are bijecfive. 
Proof. Suppose that L c fHom(H,A) and fl E [E,A] and choose a value of i for which 
both of the defining properties hold. We shall select a representative k(y) E G(x, y) 
for each vertex y of G. For t =x(j, *-*jJ we take k(f) = (p(jt) **- p(jr -**jJ)e_ For a 
vertex t in an infinite component Of Xi labelled X(jt *e*ji), we choose k(z) = k(t)m(z), 
where t=x(j, ... ji) and m(z) E &Xi). Finally, we choose /r(y) arbitrarily in G(x, y) 
for all other vertices y. Now let v be the map from the vertex set V of X to A given 
by LJV= (j, jz--.)~, for u in X(j, ***ji), and uv = 1, for all u not in an infinite 
component of Xi. Taking rl to be defined on {x} xH, we put 
04 g)O= (uv)-‘(HM4 g)~(49-‘)447)v, 
for (u, g) E G. Then 8 is a homomorphism from 6 to A. If p E P then, for almost all 
u, the vertices u and up are in the same infinite component of Xi and so 
4404 P)WP)-’ = (PW)& 
for some p, 6 with 6 a loop in Xi. Since uv = (up)v, we then have (u, p)B= 1. Now P is 
finite so ({u} x P)8= 1, for almost all u E R. Expressing g E G in terms of the 
generating set P, we deduce that 8 is G-finite. The homomorphism 8 depends on the 
choice of i and of the k(y). Suppose that another choice gives the integer nzi and 
elements k’(y) E G(x, y). The corresponding map of V will be denoted by v’ and the 
corresponding G-finite homomorphism by @. Then 
04 g)@ = (uv’)-‘(UM4 g)~‘(Q9-‘)4ug)v’ 
= (uv’)-‘(k’(u)k(u)_‘)l(k(u)(u, g)k(ug)_‘)n(k(ug)k’(ug)-‘)l(ug)v’ 
= (uy)-‘(4 g)e(ng)Y, 
where uy = (uv)-‘(k(u)k’(u)-‘)A(uv’). For u in an infinite component of X,,, we have 
k(u)k’(u)-’ EN,, and uv’= uv, so uy = 1. Thus y has finite support and 8 and @ are 
equivalent. We therefore have a well defined map from fHom(H,A) x [&A] to 
H&4). 
We now establish that our maps between H)(G,A) and fHom(H,A) x [E,A] are 
mutually inverse. Starting with A and p as above and the corresponding 8, let A and 
p be the maps which our original argument associated with 8. Recalling that 0 is 
trivial on Xi, we have 
hz= w)e,p(x, h)e(i=)el 
= ((mm 1) ~+(19ke)-~(x9 h)e(m)m I) ~~~m9)~~ 
= ((B(l)e . ..P(l’)e)-‘(K h)(B(l)e . ..P(l’)e))@ 
=(x(l’)v)-‘(Wl’))(P(l)e . ..P(l’)e)-‘(x.h)(P(l)e . ..P(l’)@ 
* k(x(l’))_‘)l(x(l’)v) 
= (x, h)l = hA . 
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Similarly, 
(in j2 -b’= ((l”MM-Yj, j2 -)h 
= U(l)e --~P(l’W(P(ide .-B(il -~iikW 
=(x(l’)v)-‘(k(x(l’))(p(l)g . ..D(l’)e)-‘(P(j.)e...P(jl .-j,)e) 
. k(x(j, a-.j,))-‘Mx(j, ---j,))v 
=(x(j,-..ji))v=(j, jz-*-)p, 
as required. 
Conversely, suppose that a G-finite homomorphism 8 : 6-rA induces maps 1 and 
p and that I$ is a homomorphism of d constructed from A and p as above. We may 
assume that i is sufficiently large for 8 and @ to be trivial on n(XJ. Then 
(4 g)@ = (uv)-‘(4rN& g)MQS’)A(ug)v 
=(uv)-*(i”e,)-‘k(u)e(u,g)e(k(ug)e)-l(i”e,)(ug)v. 
For uEX(j, -.. j,), we have 
(k(u)e)-l(i”e,)uv=(p(j,)e...p(j, e-v jj)e)e-l(l-e,)(lme,)-l(j, jz...)er 
= 1. 
Thus 0 and @ are equivalent and the desired bijection is established. 
Given A E fHom(H,A) and ,D E [E,A], the restriction to (x} x H of the correspond- 
ing 0 that we defined, sends (X,/Z) to hl and thus I is continuous. Conversely, any 
continuous homomorphism is trivial on IV;, for i sufficiently large, and so we obtain 
the following result. 
Theorem 3. A homomorphism of H is continuous if and only if its kernel contains, 
for some i, all (~&I-‘)Q, where 6 is a loop in Xi. 
Corollary 4. The sets H)(e, A) and cHom(H, A) x [E, A] are bijective. 
Finally we shall identify [E, A] with the direct power AtJ), where J consists of all 
finite sequences (jr *** ji), with ji# 1, occurring in the labelling of the components. 
Given P E [,!$A], we put 
(jr .a. jJr= (jr ...ji_, l”)~“-‘(jl -.. jj 1”)~ 
and thus 7 is a map of J with finite support. Conversely, given such a T, we extend it 
to be trivial on sequences ending with l’s and put 
(j,j2...)Cc=jl7.(jlj2)7.(jij2j3)7-... 
Since 7 has finite support, this product is well defined and p is constant on all ends 
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with the same initial sequence of length i, for sufficiently large i. Also 1”~ = 1 and so 
p E [EA]. It is straightforward to check that this gives a bijection between [&A] and 
,4tJ). We summarise the results of this section, noting that ]JI =e- 1 and that, for 
abelian A, multiplication is preserved under the various bijections. 
Theorem 5. Let G be finitely generated and let H be the stabiliser of a point of the 
infinite set s2 on which it acts transitively. Denoting the covering groupoid $2 x G by 
6, the set Hj(G,A) is bijective with cHom(H,A) x A(@G*H)-‘), where cHom(H, A) 
consists of the continuous homomorphisms from H to A. In particular, if A is 
abelian, then H '(G, A @ ZSJ) I cHom(H, A)@ (e - l)A. The topology on H is given, 
on the one hand, by the kernels of the homomorphisms induced on H by G-finite 
homomorphisms of 6. On the other hand, if X = T(G, s2, P), where P is a finite set 
of generators of G, the topology is defined by those normal subgroups which 
contain, for some finite subgraph C of X, all elements of the form (P&3-‘)@, where 
6 is a loop in X\C and Q is the epimorphism from n(X) to G. 
The sets H)(d, A), for varying A, are controlled by e(G, H) alone if and only if the 
topology on H is indiscrete, that is, H equals the intersection of all normal 
subgroups given by either of the descriptions in the theorem. We denote this 
intersection by N= N(G, H). 
Suppose now that H is a normal subgroup of G. Then e(G, H) = e(G/H) and so 
the ends are determined by the classical theory. However, in general, H#teven if 
G is abelian (see [4]). We shall show below that if H is finitely generated and normal 
in G then H =N. Thus for G abelian and finitely generated, H)(d, A) is bijective 
with AecG’H)- ‘, which is either trivial or isomorphic to A, the latter case occurring if 
and only if G/H is infinite cyclic by finite. In the next section we show how to 
extend such results to the polycyclic by finite case. 
2. Polycyclic by finite group pairs 
Scott [7] showed that factoring by a finite normal subgroup or going to a 
subgroup of finite index leaves the number of ends of a group pair unchanged. We 
extend these results to take account of the topology on H. 
Theorem 6. Suppose that M is a finitely generated normal subgroup of G with 
IM: HnMl finite. The natural homomorphism p : G+G/M induces a bijection 
between H)(d, A) and Hj(Gjt, A). Furthermore Mn HS N, N(G,u, Hp) = Nu, and 
e(Gu, Hp) = e(G, H). 
Proof. We note that G,u = (G,u/Hp) x G,u is the covering groupoid of Gp associated 
with Hp. Any Gp-finite homomorphism 0: &+A defines a homomorphism 
~0: G+A which is G-finite by the condition on M. If 0 : 6,~ -A is equivalent o 13 
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then ~8 and ~4 are equivalent, so we have a well defined map from H)(&,A) to 
H)(G,,A). 
Suppose now that M=Orr’, . . . . m,) and that 0 is a G-finite homomorphism 
d+A. Then for almost all Hg, we have (Hg, m#= 1, for all i. We first show that 
Mn HsN. If k~Mfl H then (H,k)=(H,g)(Hg,k%Hg,g-I). Now (Hg,kg) is a 
product of elements of the form (Hgm,mi) or their inverses and for each Hg the 
number of cosets Hgm is finite. Since 1 G : H) is infinite, we have (Hg, kg)f3= 1 for 
some g and so (H, k)t9= 1. This argument is valid for any 0 and hence k~ N and 
Mf-IHsN. 
Given 0 as before, we have (HgM x M)B = 1, for almost all cosets Hh4g = HgM of 
HM. Let g be a representative of a coset of HM for which 0 is non-trivial on 
HgM x M. We define y by putting (Hgm)y = (Hg, m)8-‘, for m EM. This map is well 
defined since if Hgtn = Hgn, with n EM, then nm-’ EMU Hg and 
(H,gnm-‘g-‘)=(H,g)(Hg,n)(Hgnm-‘g-’.gm,m-’)(Hgnm-‘g-‘.g,g-’) 
= (H, g)(Hg, n)(Hg, m)-‘(H, g)-‘. 
But gnm-*g-‘ EMn H so (H, gnm-‘g-‘)8= 1 and (Hg, n)f!?= (Hg,m)O. Now for 
m,rcM we have 
((Hgm)y)-‘V&m, r)8(Hgr)y = ((Hg, @V&m, r)(Hg, mr)-‘)8= 1. 
By choosing y in this way for all cosets of HA4 on which 8 is non-trivial and choosing 
it to be trivial elsewhere, we obtain a map with finite support giving rise to an 
equivalence between 0 and a G-finite homomorphism @ satisfying (Q x M)@ = 1. For 
g,kEG and m,nEM, 
(Hgm, kn) = (Hgm, m-‘)@(Hg, k)@(Hgk, k-‘mkn)@ 
= (Hg, k)@ 
and it follows that @ defines a Gp-finite homomorphism of 6,~. If 0 was also 
equivalent to a G-finite homomorphism w with ($2 xM)y = 1 then the correspond- 
ing homomorphisms of G,u would be equivalent and so we have a map from 
H)(e,A) to H)(&,A). 
It is straightforward to check that our maps between H)(&,A) and H)(e,A) are 
mutually inverse. The kernels of all the homomorphisms of H induced by G-finite 
homomorphisms of d contain Mn H and so N(Gp, HP) =Np. That e(Gp, HP) = 
e(G,H) is known [7] and easy to check. 
Theorem 7. Suppose G L Jr H with 1 G : J ( finite and let 52’ = {Hj : JE J) and 
I= f2’ x J. Then H)(d, A) and H)($ A) are bijective and the topology on H relative 
to G and to J is the same. Furthermore, e(G, H) = e(J, H). 
Proof. Let r be a transversal of the right cosets of J in G with 1 r= 1. The map 
(Hg, k)e = (Hg(gT)-‘, (gT)k((gk)r)-‘) is a homomorphism from G to J restricting to 
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the identity map of J. Given a J-finite homomorphism v:J*A, we show that 
ew : G +A is G-finite. Fix k E G and consider 
(Hg, Qew = (Hg(gr)_‘, (gM(gQs)%. 
As g varies, (gr)k((gk)r)-’ takes finitely many values u. Again, for fixed u, 
(Hg(gr)-‘, 0)~ = 1 except when Hg(gr)-’ equals one of a finite number of cosets and 
this occurs for only finitely many g. Thus, given k~ G, we have (Hg,k)v = 1, for 
almost all cosets Hg. A similar argument shows that if v/l is equivalent o w then @u/I 
and .QV are equivalent. Conversely, since 3 is a subgroupoid of 6, any G-finite 
homomorphism 8 of d restricts to one 0, of Jand equivalence is preserved. We note 
that 
(Hg9 4e4 = (Hg(gr)_‘, (gM(g&)-‘NJ 
= vm7)-1, g7vwg, k~ewgkw~7~-~, kww 
and the map Hg-+(Hg(gr)-‘, gr)O has finite support in IR so go, is equivalent o 0. In 
the other direction, given cy: J+A, the restriction of QIJI to J equals v/. Thus 
H)(c,A) and H)(J,A) are bijective. Considering the homomorphisms induced on 
H, we see that the topology remains the same. The equality e(G,H) = e(J,H) is 
known [7] and easy to prove. 
We remark that if A is abelian then the bijections of the last two theorems are 
isomorphisms. 
Lemma 8. If H is a finitely generated subgroup of G such that No(H)/H is infinite, 
then the topology on H is indiscrete, that is, H = N. 
Proof. Let H=(h ,, . . . , h,) and take 8 : c-+A to be a G-finite homomorphism. For 
almost all cosets Hg, we have (Hg, h#?= 1, for all i. If g E No(H) then hf is a product 
of elements hi, hyl and so (Hg, hT)fl= 1 for almost all Hg E No(H)/H and all i. Hence 
1 = (Hg, g-‘hig)e= ((H, g)f3)-‘(H, h$l(H, g)O and so the homomorphism of H 
induced by 8 is trivial. Since A and 0 were arbitrary, we have H = N. 
We require the following result from [3]. 
Theorem 9. If No(H)/H is infinite then e(G,H)=2 if and only if there is a 
subgroup J of finite index in G such that Ha J and J/H = C,. 
Theorem 10. Suppose that G is polycyclic by finite and that h(H) = h(G) - 1. Then 
G has a subgroup J of finite index containing H such that either: 
(i) Ha J, J/Hz C,, e(G, H) = 2, N= H and H)(c, A) is bijective with A, or 
(ii) there is a subgroup M of index 2 in H with Ma J and J/Ma D, and also 
e(G,H)=l, N=Mand H)(G,A) is bijective with {acA: a*= 1). 
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Proof. First we check that H may be taken to have trivial core. For suppose Ka G 
with KIH and that G/K has either of the given descriptions with respect to H/K. 
Then the structure of G relative to H can be similarly described. The statements 
about the number of ends, the subgroup N, and Hj(d,A) follow from Theorem 6. 
Taking the argument further, we may apply Theorem 7 and assume that H has 
trivial core in any subgroup of finite index in G that contains it. 
Since G is polycyclic by finite, it has normal subgroups K and L with Kr L, G/K 
finite, K/L abelian and L nilpotent. Let Z be the centre of L. If /Z: Zfl H / is finite 
then 2”‘s H, for some m, so we may assume that Z”= 1, implying that Z is finite 
and hence the finitely generated nilpotent group L is finite. Then K is finite by 
abelian and, since it is finitely generated, it is abelian by finite and so also is G. Thus 
G has a normal abelian subgroup W of finite index, so 1 G : H W 1 is finite and we 
may assume that G = H W. 
In the other case, IZ: Zn H 1 is infinite and thus so is /HZ: H I. Since 
h(H) = h(G) - 1, the subgroup HZ has finite index in G. Thus in both cases we may 
assume that G = H W with Wan abelian normal subgroup of G. The torsion part of 
W is normal in G so we may further assume that W is free. Now Wn H a H W so we 
may take G = W ] H and the condition on h(H) implies that W is infinite cyclic. 
The subgroup C,(W) has index 1 or 2 in H and is normal in G, so we may finally 
assume that either G = W and H = 1 or G = (b, h: bh = b-‘. h2= 1) and H=(h). The 
first case is of type (i). In the second case the structure is as described in (ii) with 
G =J and M= 1 and it is shown in [3], and is straightforward to check, that 
e(G, H) = 1, To determine N we remark that a G-finite homomorphism from G to Cz 
was constructed in [5] inducing an isomorphism of H and thus N= 1. From 
Theorem 5, the set H)(c,A) is bijective with Hom(C2,A) which may be identified 
with the set of elements of A of order 1 or 2. 
We shall now deal with the case where h(H)<h(G) - 1. 
Lemma 11. If M is a finitely generated normal subgroup of G such that 1 G : HM 1 
and I HM : H 1 are infinite, then e(G, H) = 1. 
Proof. If M=(m ,, . . . , m,) and S is an almost invariant subset of $2 = {Hg: g E G} 
then, for almost all Hg E S, we have Hgm; E S, for all i. If HgM 5; 12 intersects S and 
Q\S it must contain one of the exceptional cosets and we deduce that almost all 
HgM= HMg are contained in S or Q\S. Since 1 G : HM 1 is infinite, there is some k 
for which HMk E: T, where T is either S or Q\S. Then HMg = (HMk)k-‘g has finite 
intersection with Q\ T, for all g, and so a\ T is finite. Thus S or sZ\S is finite and so 
e(G,H)= 1. 
Lemma 12. If M is a normal subgroup of G such that Mfl HSN and 
e(M,MnH)= 1 then N=H. 
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Proof. A G-finite homomorphism 0 : C?+A restricts to an M-finite homomorphism 
of the groupoid EM/H x Mn M/(Mfl H) x M. For k E Mfl H, we have (H, k)fJ = 1 
and, since e(M,MnH) = 1, the correspondence of Theorem 5 shows that 8 is 
equivalent to a G-finite homomorphism r$ trivial on HM/H xM. For fixed hi H 
and any m EM we have mh = hmh, so (H, m)@(Hm, h)@ = (H, h)@(H, mh)@ and hence 
(Hm, h)O = (H, h)@. Since e(M,Mfl H) = 1, the index of H in HM is infinite and so 
(H, h)@ = 1. Thus all continuous homomorphisms of H are trivial and H=N. 
Theorem 13. Zf G is polycyclic by finite and h(H) < h(G) - 1, then e(G, H) = 1, fhe 
topology on H is indiscrete, and H)(e, A) = 1, for all A. 
Proof. As in the previous case, we may assume that H has trivial core in any sub- 
group of finite index in G which contains H. Also G has normal subgroups K and L 
with Gz K? L and G/K finite, K/L abelian, and L nilpotent. Taking Z=Z(L), we 
can argue as before that if IZ : Zfl H 1 is finite then G is abelian by finite. If W is an 
abelian normal subgroup of finite index then ( G : H W) is finite so we may assume 
that G = HW and similarly that Hll W= 1 and hence G = H [ W. By the condition 
on the Hirsch lengths of H and G, the rank of W is at least 2 and so W has 1 end. If 
S is an almost invariant subset of Q then S = HT where Tg; W is almost W-invariant 
and so S or Q\S is finite. Thus e(G,H) = 1. Since W has 1 end, any G-finite 
homomorphism of G = HWx G is equivalent to one trivial on HWx Wz WX W. 
Given h E H and such a G-finite homomorphism 0, we have wh E W, for w E W. Now 
h = wh(h-‘w-‘h) and so 
(H, h)B = (H, w)B(Hw, h)B(Hwh, ( wh)-$9 = (HW, h)8. 
As W is infinite, (H, h)8= I and we deduce that N= H. 
From now on we assume that 1 Z: Zfl H 1 is infinite and hence so is /HZ : HI. If 
k E Zfl H and 0 is a G-finite homomorphism from d to A then, for all z E Z, we have 
(H, k)B(H, z)O = (H, z)O(Hz, k)8. Since 1 HZ : H 1 is infinite, (Hz, 09 = 1 for some z E Z 
and so (H,k)e= 1. We deduce that Zrl HsN. Suppose now that h(Z/(Zfl H))> 1. 
Then e(Z/(Ztl H)) = 1 and, from Lemma 12, we have N= H. If 1 G : HZ I is infinite, 
Lemma 11 implies that e(G, H) = 1. Alternatively, I G : HZ 1 is finite, so we may 
assume that G= H [Z and then, as in the last paragraph, e(G,H) = 1. 
In the remaining case, IZ: Zfl H I is infinite and h(Z/(ZnH)) = 1, so Z/(ZflH) is 
infinite cyclic by finite. If I G : HZ 1 was finite then we could assume that G = H [ Z, 
contradicting h(H)< h(G) - 1. Thus IG: HZ 1 is infinite and e(G, H) = 1, from 
Lemma 11. We must now show that N= H. 
Recalling that Z is the centre of L and IZ: Zfl H 1 is infinite, we have 
iVL(Hfl L)/(Hfl L) infinite. By Lemma 8, the restriction to HL/H x L of a G-finite 
homomorphism from d to A will be trivial on Hx (HnL) and thus HnL IN. 
Lemma 12 implies that N=H unless e(L,LnH)=2, which we now assume. From 
Theorem 9, there exists a subgroup J of finite index in L and containing Hn L such 
that HflL aJ and J/(HflL)n C,. Then h(L)- h(HnL)= 1 and so, from [l], 
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h(HL) - h(H) = 1 and thus /G : HL ( is infinite. Now G has a normal subgroup K of 
finite index containing L and with K/L abelian. Then (HL fl K)/L has rank less than 
that of K/L and it follows that there is an element t E K of infinite order such that 
(l> n HL = 1, since otherwise all sufficiently high powers of a set of generators for K 
modulo L would be in HL and so K/(HL fl K)L would be finite. If Vis the subgroup 
(t>L of K, then Hn V= HnL. Now V/L and IL. : HflLl are infinite, so Lemma 11 
shows that e( V, Hfl V) = 1. We have previously shown that Hfl L I Nand we deduce 
from Lemma 12 that N= H. 
Thus in all cases, N = H and e(G, H) = 1, so H)(d, A) = 1, for all A. 
We note the implications of our results for H’(G,A@ZO). 
Theorem 14. Let G be a polycyclic by finite group acting transitively on the infinite 
set Q with H as the stabiliser of a point in Q. For an abelian group A f 0, we have 
H’(G,A@ZQ)=O unless h(H)= h(G)- 1. In the fatter case G has a normal 
subgroup J of finite index containing H such that either 
(i) HdJ, J/HaC, andH’(G,A@ZQ)=A, or 
(ii) there is a subgroup M of index 2 in H with MCI J and J/MzD, and then 
H’(G,A@ZSZ) is isomorphic to the subgroup of elements of A having order at 
most 2. 
3. The wreath product 
The group C wr B arises as a permutation group of C x B in the following way. 
For b E B, c E C, and (x, y) E CX B, we put (x, y)b = (x, yb) and (x, y)c = (x, y), if 
yf 1, or otherwise (x, l)c= (cx, 1). This gives an embedding of B and C in the 
symmetric group on C x B and the group generated by the images of C and B is 
isomorphic to C wr B. The stabiliser of (1,l) is H = C?\(‘l). 
Theorem 15. Zf C# 1 is finite then e(C wr B, H) = JC( e(B); otherwise 
e(CwrB,H)=m. 
Proof. Let S be a subset of Cx B and put S,= {b E B: (c, 6) E S}. If S is almost 
invariant under the action of W= C wr B then S, is an almost invariant subset of B. 
Suppose now that C and e(B) are finite. If S is infinite then some S, is infinite. But 
the number of infinite parts in a finite partition of B into almost invariant subsets is 
bounded by e(B) and thus e( IV, H) I 1 C / e(B). On the other hand, if {St, . . . , S,} is a 
partition of B into almost invariant sets then {{c} x Si: c E C, i= 1, . . . , n> is an almost 
invariant partition of C x B. Thus e( W, H) = 1 C I e(B). If either C or e(B) is infinite, 
it is immediate that e( W, H) = Q). 
For any m > 1, by taking C = C,,, and B = C& we obtain an example of a finitely 
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generated metabelian group G with a transitive group action such that e(G, H) = m. 
We now consider the topology on H=C@\l’l’ associated with the action of 
W=CwrBon CxB. 
Theorem 16. Under the given conditions, the topology on H is indiscrete if C is 
infinite. If C is finite and B is finitely generated, a homomorphism a of H is 
continuous if and only if, for ail CE C, we have (cb)a = 1, for almost all b E B. Then 
cHom(H,A) is bijective with (Hom(C,A))@\l’l’. 
Proof. Choose CE C and b E B, b f 1. For d E C we have cb = dcbd-’ and so 
(H, cb) = (H, d)(Hd, cb)(Hdcb, d -‘) 
= (H, d)(Hd, cb)(Hcbd, d -‘) 
= (H, d)(Hd, cb)(H, d)-‘. 
If B : &+A is W-finite then (Hw, cb)f3 = 1, for almost all Hw. For C infinite, we may 
varydsoastoobtain(H,~~)B=l.Thusc~EN,forcEC,bEB,b#l,andsoHIN. 
Now suppose that C is finite. For CE C and b E B, we have 
(H, cb) = (H, b-‘)(Hb-‘, c)(Hb-‘c, 6) 
= (H, b-‘)(Hb-‘,c)(Hcbb-‘, b) 
=(H, b-‘)(Hb-‘;c)(H, b-l)-‘. 
Given a G-finite homomorphism 8: #‘-+A, since B is infinite, we have 
($)a = (H, cb)8= 1, for almost all b E B. 
Conversely, suppose that a satisfies the given condition, where C is finite and B is 
now assumed to be finitely generated. Then there is a finite subset D of B such that 
(cb)a = 1 for all be B, = B\D and all CE C. We may assume that 1 ED. Let P be a 
finite generating set for B and take X as the graph of W with respect to the 
generating set PU C. Since H = (Cb: b E B, b * 11, the vertices of X may be identified 
with the cosets Hcb, where CE C, b E B. Let F be the subgraph of X with edges 
having source or target in the finite set HCD-’ of cosets. Denoting the complement 
of F by Y, we shall show that u is trivial on all (/_I@-‘)@, with 6 a loop in Y. 
Since 1 E D, every C-edge in Y is a loop. Let /3@ = (H, cb-‘). The loop 6 is based at 
Hcb-’ and is a product of P-edges and C-edges. Thus 6~ may be written as a 
product of elements of the form (Hcb-‘,b,~‘c;b;) where Hcb-‘b,:’ E Y, for 
i= 1, . . . . n, and hence bib E B,. Then 
(/%p-‘)Q = (H, cb-‘)(Hcb-‘, b;‘c,b,) ..a (Hcb-‘, b,‘c,b,)(H,cb-I)-’ 
= (H, cb-‘)(Hcb-‘, b;‘c, b,)(H, cb-‘)-’ em. (H,cb-‘) 
- (Hcb-‘, b,‘c,b,)(H,cb-‘)-I 
= (H, cflb) ..a (H, c,bnb’). 
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Identifying H with the subgroup HxH of @, we have (P&-‘)@a= 1. Thus cz is 
continuous. 
This shows that continuity is equivalent o the given condition and it follows that 
cHom(H,A) is bijective with (Hom(C,A))@\;‘)‘. 
Taking C = C,, and B = C& we have cHom(H, Z) = 0 and so 
H’(C, wr C& Z(C, x CL)) E (m - l)Z, 
giving examples of metabelian groups with H’(G,ZQ) having arbitrary rank. 
However, for general abelian A, this choice of G and Q and will give 
H’(G,A@ZR)z( c Hom(C,,,,A))@(m- 1)A. 
In [5] we constructed examples with H’(G, A @ZQ)z (m - 1)A for all A, but the 
groups G that arose are insoluble. It would be of interest to know if, for arbitrary 
m, there are finitely generated soluble groups with e(G, H) = m, for some subgroup 
H, and with the topology on H indiscrete. 
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